Hi Friend,
In an effort to break barriers, I invite you to work together, with me, to build a massive
ornamental border that negates periphery.
Friendge, is a collection of equal parts, ever-changing and growing through
collaboration. It’s an honest descriptor and meaningful platform for participants to
become acquainted through individual contribution.
Here’s how it works:
1) Make one (or several!) tassel(s) – Any linear and malleable material will work,
though if this is your first, stick with yarn, string, thread, or cloth strips
2) Write your name on paper or mat board. Attach the paper to the tassel. This is
your first introduction to other participants.
3) Take a picture - tag me on Instagram and #makinfriendge.
(https://instagram.com/andreaevail/)
4) Please mail the tassel to:
Friendge
617 Oakland Ave
Charlotte, NC 28204
Also, if you're willing to provide your name and city, I will list you on my website as a
contributor.
5) I will piece the tassels together to make one large sculpture.
For more information, see http://www.andreavail.com/friendge

Sincerely yours,

Andrea Vail

See pages 2 & 3 for instructions

Tassel How-To
Materials:
1 - Short (4”- 8”) piece of yarn, string, thread
1 - Long piece of yarn, string, thread
1 - Additional piece of strong yarn or thread to tie as final step
1 - Rigid object to use as template to wrap around. This will determine the size of your
tassel. Plastic cards like gift cards work well for smaller tassels where clipboards are
great for large ones. You can even use the palm of your hand for a tassel sized uniquely
to you.
Directions:
1) Place long thread on rigid template in vertical direction
2) Secure short thread along horizontal top edge
3) Wrap long thread around and around, making sure to always overlap the short
thread. The more times you wrap, the bulkier your tassel will be. It’s ok for the
long threads to overlap one another.
4) When you’ve reached the desired thickness stop wrapping.
5) Tie the short thread in a double knot or square knot. This will gather one end which is now the top of your tassel.
6) Along the bottom slide scissors along the card and the wrapped threads in front
of the card and cut.
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7) With the additional piece of strong yarn or thread for final step, tie in very tight
double knot or square knot just below top of tassel. This will secure loose ends of
fringe.
8) Place one end of this tie downward to include	
  it	
  with	
  fringe.	
  Tightly	
  wrap	
  second	
  
end	
  of	
  tie	
  around	
  entire	
  tassel	
  (including	
  first	
  end	
  that	
  is	
  now	
  fringe).	
  
9) Once you’ve tightly wrapped around tassel, secure with a knot by feeding loose
end under previously wrapped section.

10) You’re finished! See first page for mailing instructions.
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